
Current Living Situation – A 

“A” uses and displays only the necessary fields required by Program Design for 

Emergency Shelters, Street Outreach and Safe Haven projects. 

 

 
Residence 

Prior 

 

Homeless 

Situation  
TH Situation Institutional 

Situation 

Length of Stay in Previous Place 

Where did you stay last night? 

How long have them been staying there?  

Approximate Date of Homelessness 

Date that this current literally homeless 

episode began. 

Regardless of where they stayed last night. 

Number of times the client has been on the 

Streets, in ES, or SH in the past three years 

including today. 

Total number of times literally homeless. With each time being defined as a seven-night “break” in 

homelessness, where client was not residing on Streets, in ES or SH. 

Total number of months homeless on the 

Street, in ES or SH in the past three years 

Zip Code of Last Stable (90 days plus) Address 

Zip Code Data Quality 

Housing Status 



 A Questions

A1 Relationship to Head of Household

A2 Household Type

A3 Client Location

A4 Residence Prior to Project Entry:

A5 Length of Stay in Previous Place:

A6 Approximate Date Homelessness started:

A7 On the night before did you stay on the Streets, ES, or SH:

A8

Regardless of where they stayed last night - Number of 

times the client has been on the Streets, in ES, or SH in 

the past three years including today

Why ????

This date should be the actual or approximate date that this current homeless episode began.  This date is one piece of 

information that is used in the calculation of placement on the priority Master List. Purposely entering incorrect 

information in this field or any HMIS fields can be constitute as fraud.

This should be the actual /approximate number of times client has been homeless.  This question has a direct relationship 

in correctly identify the chronically homeless clients in our CoC. Purposely entering incorrect information in this field or any 

HMIS fields can be constitute as fraud.

This question refers to the question above " Residence Prior to Project Entry".  Answers to this question should be /need to 

be consistent with the above.  If not, client may not be eligible to enter into this Homeless Project.

Although households are/should be created prior to  any service or entry/exits the fact that many individuals have multiple 

open households with several different relationships within these households, makes identifying the primary client very 

difficult.  This question was created to simplify the correct reporting process. There should only be one primary client (self) 

within the household.

Although households are/should be created prior to  any service or entry/exits the eligibility module can not pull this 

information from the household tab.   This question is one of several that were designed to help determine a clients 

eligibility into project.  (Family,  Youth,  Individual)

Service Point is used throughout the US.  Each CoC is given a code for their area.  The CoC code for our area is FL-500 and is 

the only one used by all HMIS agencies within our CoC.

The questions really means "Where did you stay last night?"  

This is the length of time the client stayed in the above residence,  prior to entering your project. 

Current Living 

Current Living Situation Explained. 

The reason why this section within your assessment are so important to record correctly. 

This data is used with other information to identify whether a client meets the criteria for chronic homelessness

This data used to report to HUD and State can directly affect the monies our CoC receives. 



 A Questions Why ????

Current Living 

Current Living Situation Explained. 

The reason why this section within your assessment are so important to record correctly. 

This data is used with other information to identify whether a client meets the criteria for chronic homelessness

This data used to report to HUD and State can directly affect the monies our CoC receives. 

A9
Total Number of Months homeless in the Street, in ES, 

or SH in the past three years:

A10 Housing Status:

A11 Zip Code of Last Stable ( 90 days plus) Address:

A12 Zip Code Data Quality

This field is required by our CoC. The drop down Category chosen should match the same as the Residence Prior.  If unsure, 

you can find on Suncoast Partnership's Website a Document called "Help with determining Housing Status and Residence 

Prior to Project Entry"  to help you with this

This field is required by our CoC. This is the last stable zip code that client can remember residence in for 3 months or 

longer.  If client can not remember, then zero should be entered.

This question is directly related to the one above and must be completed to valid both fields.

This should be the actual /approximate number of months client has been homeless.  This question has a direct 

relationship in correctly identify the chronically homeless clients in our CoC. Purposely entering incorrect information in 

this field or any HMIS fields can be constitute as fraud.
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